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Why does a manual journal entry where the box 'Automatic VAT' is not ticked have a
tax code & base amount shown in the matrix?
The computation of ‘Base Amounts’ in a manual journal entry (JE) does not solely depend on the ‘Automatic
VAT’ setting. If the account is defined as a ‘Tax Account’ in the ‘Tax Code’ Setup function, the system
automatically calculates & applies the ‘Tax Code’ & ‘Base Amounts’ in the JE row.
For example, this manual JE does not have the box ‘Automatic VAT’ ticked, yet the top row of the matrix
identifies a tax code, tax amount & base amount. Noticeable is that the row is not shown in the usual black,
but in a grey colour:

In this example, the general ledger (G/L) account 207010 is the control account for VAT codes XX & XXX:

These VAT or tax codes are linked to this account & the system will automatically populate the field ‘VAT
Code’ with the VAT code that comes first in the OVTG table where the G/L account has been defined as
control account.
Note that Journal Entries that do not have the box ‘Automatic VAT’ ticked will be excluded from the Tax
Reconciliation report.
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For more information, visit the Business One homepage.
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